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Chapter 1
Getting/Steadying Your
Home Ready for Sale:
Is Your House All Ship Shape
and Bristol Fashion?
Spring is the traditional time of the year to put your property on the
market (other seasons are available of course). So if you’re minded,
whatever the time of year, here’s how to get your house “All Ship
Shape and Bristol Fashion” and ready for sale.

But enough: you’re already ahead of me. What if you are thinking of
selling soon?

Spring is in the Housing Market Air
Spring is the optimum time for putting your property on the market
for sale. Estate Agents just love the Spring. The Housing Market
traditionally stirs, and more Buyers are lured from their Winter
hibernation.
Winter’s drab appearance is making way for the optimism and colour
of Spring. And, you can achieve a sale this Spring by sticking to some
tried and trusted tips and quick fixes.

I’ve counted (now I’m way ahead of you)
5 top tips for moving home.

1

Give yourself enough time between thinking about selling
and ringing the Estate Agent for a valuation or market
appraisal with a view to selling.

Get Your Home All Ship Shape And Bristol Fashion
As Conveyancing Solicitors in Bristol, you might perhaps forgive us
for a nautical analogy.
The origin of the phrase stems from Bristol's
harbour (until an ingenious floating
construction was constructed) having a
strong variable tidal flow where the water
levels could vary by more than 30 feet
between tides. Ships that were moored
would be beached at each low tide and
necessitated a sturdy construction and their
cargoes needed to be securely stowed.

Don’t Rush: Take your Time To Get
Your Home Ripe for Selling.

2

Kerb Appeal Attracts Buyers and
Puts Them in the Right Mood.
First Impressions Count – especially when selling your
house. If you are unsure about what to do, the better
Estate Agents will give you some guidance. After all, they
will have seen many, many houses and know what works
and what doesn’t. It is important to get your home in not
just top condition but top, top condition (as football
pundits might say) before it goes on the market.
As the expression goes; you never get a second chance to
make a first impression.
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3

Touch up, Re-paint, Re-plaster and Re-point
Competition amongst sellers is still fierce so it is essential
that your property stands out from the crowd.
Smartening the appearance of your home may not add too
much value, but importantly, it could make the difference
between selling in a reasonable time or your house
sticking and going stale on the market.
Neutral remember is good – not nuclear. Well-presented
puts the potential buyer in the right frame of mind to
make an earlier offer and can create competition between
prospective Buyers – an Estate Agent’s dream.

4

e looking to buy
It’s true that where you ar
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a house you will be more
cation, Location”.
initially with “Location, Lo
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e is All Ship
can make sure your hous
, and you could
Shape and Bristol Fashion
of your house
reap the rewards of a sale
within a reasonable time.

First Things First - What Will Your Buyers See?
Start with the front garden. If you are not a keen gardener
get someone in to help as the cost will be insignificant if
you realise the best price for your home.
Then, sweep on to the front door – does it need a lick of
paint? (gleaming is good), down the Hallway and back out
to the Garden again. The garden should be resplendent
with Spring, Summer or Autumn colour and if not, a trip to
your friendly nearby Garden Centre will hopefully inspire
you.

5

No Excuses Either If You’re Selling a Flat
Don’t think that doesn’t apply to you as you need to ensure
the communal areas are up to scratch -even if you have to
do it yourself – with permission of course.
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Chapter 2
10 Timely Top Tips To Help You
Choose The Right Estate Agent
Wouldn’t you know it? Estate Agents, like Conveyancing Solicitors are
not all are the same.
But, if you do your homework and know the right questions before
you choose you’ll be able to find the right Estate Agent for you to
help market and sell your home successfully.
And we’re here to help and guide you.

Here are our 10 Timely Top Tips to help you
choose the right Estate Agent for you.
In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
Ask Around

In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
Ask Your Conveyancing Solicitor
Not perhaps an obvious one, but remember your Conveyancing
Solicitor will have had dealings with all the local Estate Agents.
Your Conveyancing Solicitor will also be able to give you an indication
of what fees you should agree. Blimey! Estate Agents are excellent at
telling people what your Solicitor should be charging you for
Conveyancing fees. And no, your Conveyancing Solicitor won’t charge
for his time and advice.

In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
Get Three Valuations
We think three valuations (or Market Appraisals, it’s posher) should
be enough to get an idea at what price your property should be
marketed.
If you get three valuations, you’ll smooth out any anomalies between
the top price and lowest price.
But beware! Some Agents (not normally the better ones) will try and
bamboozle you with the highest valuation to gain the instruction to
sell your property. Appeal to your vanity and all that.

Word of mouth recommendation rarely fails. Interrogate family
friends, colleagues or neighbours about their experiences – you
know, straight from the horses’ mouth as it were.

The theory goes that as you’re tied into a contractual Estate Agency
Agreement even if your property doesn’t sell reasonably quickly –
well what’s not to like? They’ll have your property long enough that
you will eventually drop your price to a more market accurate price.

Ask what their experiences were like, how they were treated, what
level of feedback did they receive, what was the whole experience
like and let’s not forget – how successful were they in selling their
house?

Getting the price as right as possible at the beginning also avoids
your property “sticking” and eventually going “stale”. Potential buyers
can use the internet to calculate how long a property has been on the
market and adjust any offers they may make accordingly.
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In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
“Horses for Courses”
As we said before, not all Estate Agents are the same, some will
specialise in particular types of property e.g. top of the market, rural
market or middle market and first and second-time buyer homes.
Look around for “For Sale” boards in your area. If you see several
from one Estate Agency it would be a reasonable assumption to
make that they may be “up your street”: literally and metaphorically!
When you’ve made your decision upon which Estate Agents to call to
arrange an appointment, there are a few questions you should have
in readiness to help you make a better choice of Estate Agent.

Ask your Estate Agent how many similar
properties they have sold in the last 6
months and what percentage of the
asking price did they achieve (at or as close to 100% would be the
best answer).










FOR
SALE

In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
“Question 1: Your time starts now…”
Don’t be afraid to ask searching questions about the Estate Agent’s
competence.
Any Estate Agent worth his or her salt will be more than happy to
demonstrate their track record and their expertise.

What information have they based their valuation on and
what proof do they have?
Will they accompany all viewings, and in the evenings and at
weekends?
What’s included in their fee; does it include all advertising
costs and brochure costs?
Where will your property be advertised and on what portals
such as Rightmove, Zoopla, Primelocation and the new kid on
the block: On The Move?
Ask your Estate Agent for a “priced to sell” valuation as well as
what your Estate Agent expects to achieve.
Ask how often feedback on the marketing of your property
will happen? Will you be forgotten if nothing exciting is
happening with your house or flat?
How will your Estate Agent qualify any potential buyers and
any chain into which you will be placed?

N.B. Sales can fall through after agreement on the price, but the
best Estate Agents will have a reduced failure or dropout rate
because of rigour testing before recommending a Buyer. The best
Estate Agents have an active, intelligent “sales progression” team
smoothing over the bumps once a sale has been agreed. Some
regrettably have an unintelligent “tick box” progression system.
Remember, your Estate Agent wants to create buzz for your
property, so attracting more than one interested buyer can lead to a
small scale (or large) bidding war – in your favour.
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In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
Negotiate Your Estate Agents Fees
Estate Agents fees are negotiable but
remember you are dealing with (or
should be dealing with) an expert
negotiator, so it won’t be easy.
If your Estate Agent drops his fees too
quickly, consider how well he or she
would be able to convince a Buyer that
your property was correctly priced.

In Choosing the Right Estate Agent: What
type of Estate Agency Agreement?
There are essentially three types of Estate Agency Agreement if you
are using a High Street Estate Agent.

Sole Agency Agreement: This is the most common and works
for both parties best. You get total commitment from your Estate
Agent, the fees will be the lowest, and you only pay the one fee if a
sale is agreed and completed.

In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
The Small Print
As Conveyancing Solicitors, we ought to give some advice (general
advice you understand- speak to your own Conveyancing Solicitor
for specific advice-we’re only trying to help) about the Estate Agency
Commission Agreement.
You should resist too long an agreement.
Six weeks should be enough for you to gauge how good your Estate
Agent is. You can then extend it by one or two weeks’ notice but
importantly you remain in control.
The average time to sell a property is as long as the piece of string in
your pocket. You may be lucky and have more than one buyer
banging on your door (by appointment obviously) to view. General
Statistics will show that it takes some ten weeks with 8-10 viewers
depending on the type of market conditions at the time to agree on a
sale.
An agency period of 12 weeks should suffice (that’s ten weeks and
two weeks’ notice).
Also, be wary of a Sole Selling Agreement, which differs from a Sole
Agency in that a fee is payable however the sale is achieved.

Joint Agency Agreement: This can work well if you have a
property, which would benefit from both local exposure and national
exposure. The downside will be a higher fee as the Estate Agents split
the fee.

Multi-Agency: The most expensive (as only one Estate Agent will
get paid) and tends to be the marketing of last resort. And, it does
bring with it a hint of desperation.
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In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
Estate Agents Who Push Their
Conveyancing Down Your Throat
Corporate Estate Agents (as opposed to Independent Agents) are the
main culprits.
Corporate Estate Agents either have a sister company that carries out
Conveyancing (I call them factory Conveyancers) or are paid £100s of
pounds in referral fees by third-party panel managers/law firms.
If your referred Conveyancers are many if not hundreds of miles
away (or in another country) then this is likely to be the case.
Local Independent Estate Agents working with local Conveyancing
Solicitors is a well-trodden and largely successful path to as stressfree a move as possible especially when things can go wrong as they
sometimes do. Easy and proactive communication is vital.
But, hey ho, you can make your mind up, just don’t be bullied by your
Estate Agent into signing up for their Conveyancers without doing a
little more detective work yourself.

In Choosing the Right Estate Agent:
What About Online Estate Agency?
I’ve kept this one to the last as Online Estate Agency is still in its
infancy.
The main difference is a lower fee, but whereas with traditional High
Street Estate Agents you pay on a “no sale no fee” basis, normally
there will be an upfront payment to an online Estate Agency.
And if you’re a fan of “popping in” to see your Estate Agent – well you
can’t. Happy Selling!

And finally, if you need a Conveyancing Quotation for
your move or you’re just in the early stages and want to
get an idea of a budget for the legal fees, use our free
online Conveyancing Calculator by clicking below.

CONVEYANCING
CALCULATOR
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Chapter 3
Choosing the Right
Conveyancer For You

How to Choose the Right Conveyancer or
Conveyancing Solicitor For You.
We touched on how you should go about choosing the right Estate
Agent for you in this e-book. Those same principles apply.
Again, first-hand knowledge or recommendation from friends and
family should be your first port of call but if you do not have that
advantage what sort of things should you be looking for?

Shopping for products and services is changing and the way you
choose a Conveyancer is no different.
People now shop and learn in a whole new way compared with just a
few years ago.
People now, as well as asking friends and family, more and more, use
the Internet to gather information, social proof and make betterinformed decisions.
Salespersons including Estate Agents no longer hold all the
informational cards and decide the limits of choice and what you
should do or whom you should instruct on your move.

Don’t Let Your Estate Agent Browbeat You!

!

If ever your Estate Agent demands you must use “their
Conveyancers” take note but don’t be browbeaten.
You are in control and can make the right choice by doing
a few background checks on any Conveyancers given to
you by the Estate Agent.

How Helpful Was The Conveyancers Website?
Moving house is a big undertaking. There are many moving parts –
literally! You probably have 4 or 5 questions about moving home and
the Conveyancing process up your sleeve already.
Many Conveyancing websites have moved on from the days of static
brochures and some scant detail of the Senior Partners’ equestrian
pursuits.
Do some Google searches and browse some Conveyancing Websites
to see what you can learn before having to decide which
Conveyancing firm to choose.
A small number of Conveyancing law firm websites will not just have
blog posts, but will have additional interesting information set out in
video, infographic, spoken and in an engaging pictorial way.
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Is the Law Firm a Member of the
Conveyancing Quality Scheme?

As a gimme look for the Conveyancing Quality Scheme (CQS) as an
entry point. You can now look for a Conveyancing quality mark under
the Conveyancing Quality Scheme. The Conveyancing firms that
attain the quality mark are truly Conveyancing Specialists. Not all
Solicitors can use the CQS mark. You can learn more about the
Conveyancing Quality Scheme here.

Avoid the Conveyancing Factories
Unless you are a fan of impersonal service, avoid the
Conveyancing Factories that by and large tend to be Licensed
Conveyancers rather than Conveyancing Solicitors. You know the
thing: You are in a queue –your call is important to us, we will put you
through to your case handler shortly.
Problems often arise in Conveyancing transactions ad you need an
experienced Conveyancer to problem solve and be proactive for you
in finding a workable solution.
The motivation to get you the best Conveyancer for your move has
been eroded over the years by corporate owned Estate Agents. These
Estate Agents own their own firms of Licensed Conveyancers and
“push” Conveyancing to their sister companies.

Estate Agents who recommend
Conveyancing Solicitors
Estate Agents who recommend Conveyancing firms will be invariably
independent estate agents, owner run, who have worked closely with
efficient and competent law firms and Conveyancing solicitors over
the years.
mmend without
They will also reco
turn and differs
any payment in re
gent, who refers
from an Estate A
Conveyancer.
you to a particular

Is the Estate Agent being paid
to refer Conveyancing?
There are some Estate Agents who are paid by Third Party
Intermediaries or Conveyancing Law Firms to refer Conveyancing to
them. This will include some corporate estate agents as well as
independent agents.

This option is usually also the most expensive. It involves highpressure tactics to get you to sign up to the Conveyancing service as
soon as possible or face the prospect of being pestered until you
make a decision.

The Estate Agent should disclose at the outset that they will receive a
referral fee. Of course, there is nothing wrong with an Estate Agent
being paid for promoting the benefits of a particular Conveyancing
firm. The benefits for you can be a more streamlined Conveyancing
transaction with protocols of agreed service standards; telephone
communication, automatic SMS updates and email notification of key
stages, and enhanced cooperation.

This option invariably results in a Conveyancing “factory” or “call
centre” operation. I have many examples, where Sellers and Buyers
have been denied access or at best strongly advised against using
their existing Conveyancing solicitors in favour of the more expensive
“in house” Licensed Conveyancer solution.

This option will also normally be a cheaper option than the
Conveyancing provided by corporate estate agents. Unfortunately, in
the real world, there is much evidence of Estate Agents who merely
go to the Conveyancer or intermediary panel who pay them the
most.
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Conclusion: Who is the right
Conveyancer for you?
Use, wherever possible, a firm of Conveyancers or
especially a firm of Conveyancing Solicitors who
have been recommended to you by friends and
family.

Read lots of great Conveyancing content to get you
set-up as soon as you are ready.

If that is not an option for you, then do your
research online as there is a vast amount of (free)
information and advice out there.

But just be a little bit more forceful when the Estate
Agent tells you who you should use for your
Conveyancing.

You are in control and don’t let any
Estate Agent try and browbeat you.
Choose wisely!
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Excuses: The Usual Suspects

Chapter 4

We hear many excuses:
“The Building Society or Bank “Survey” should cover it already.”
“The house is a new build, so there shouldn’t be anything
wrong with it.”
“It’s too expensive on top of everything else we have to pay
for!”
“The house is too old; we won’t bother.”
“There’s no point as we’ve agreed on a price for the Property”




New House, No Survey:
A Gigantic Mistake?





You’ve seen the home you want to buy. Your pulse starts to race: a
few hundred thousand pounds may be burning a hole in your
pocket. Your only thoughts are on getting a Survey. Right?
You wouldn’t dream of not carrying out a survey on the property –
would you?
“Do I need a Survey?” is still a question we Conveyancing Solicitors
are invariably asked by our clients when buying a new house or flat.
In short: “yes” is always our reply. But, the statistics tell a different
story.
Only 1 out of 5 Home buyers commission a Building Survey or at
the lesser ‘Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors’ (RICS ) Homebuyers
or Home Condition Reports before buying their new home.

1

The Myth of the Lender Survey
When clients require a mortgage they often say they do
not need a survey as their Lender will be carrying out
a “survey” for them.
WRONG!
The Lender is looking after its interests and merely
instructs Surveyors or Valuers to carry out a valuation.
By doing so, the Lender ensures it will not be lending too
much on the property that may impair its ability to sell a
property if it were repossessed.
Some Lenders, it is true, will provide a little bit more
information, but it is simply too risky for you to rely on
such a Valuation

So, why do so many home buyers shy
away from commissioning a survey?

It protects your Lender, not you!
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2

“We shouldn’t have any issues with a new build.”
Another common excuse is that a house built within the
last ten years has an NHBC guarantee or similar.

4

Remember: adverse or uncalculated report findings may
allow you to renegotiate a reduced price.

The NHBC guarantee is actually only a warranty.

The final price is subject to amendment right up until
exchange of contracts.

The warranty covers major and minor defects in the first
two years. After that, you're only covered for major
defects.

Don’t expect a new build to be
perfect! Consider a New-Build
Snagging Survey

“There’s no point as we’ve already agreed on a
price for the Property.”

5

“The House is too old; we won’t bother.”
Yes, the property may well have stood the test of time and
may be many years old.
However, older properties need upkeeping, and a survey
may pinpoint areas of work that will require attention
either in the short term or longer term.
And remember, your Conveyancer will not normally visit
the property. For that reason, identification with issues
such as Listed Buildings or Extensions and Renovations
that may or may not have required planning permission or
building regulation approval will be of great benefit.

3

“It’s too expensive on top of everything else we
have to pay for!”
Really?

how many
Okay, we get it. So
available and
surveys are there
er?
what do they off

It always pays to budget for your move, and we would urge
you to plan for a survey as well.
Do the maths – when set against the agreed asking price,
the cost of the survey will become practically insignificant;
you would have saved money by pulling out of a property
with an adverse survey or may renegotiated a lower price.
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1. The RICS Home Condition Report

3. Building Survey

This report is aimed at new houses or properties in good condition. It
is presented in a basic traffic light rating outlining the condition of
the property, advice that may be needed from your legal
advisors and details of urgent defects. This will cost you around
£250.

This is suitable for all properties, specifically if you are planning to
carry out any work, or it is an older or larger property. It provides
a structural report tailored to your property, highlighting defects,
repairs and maintenance options.

2. A RICS Homebuyer’s Report (HBR)
The HBR not only looks at everything mentioned in the Home
Condition Report, but also any structural problems the property may
have such as; damp, timber issues, central heating systems, electrical
installation, complications that may need a structural engineer and
any problems with the roof. However, be aware that this report does
not cover beyond floorboards or behind walls.
The Surveyor will also let you know about the necessary
repairs, ongoing maintenance advice and estimated costs. With
its 1,2,3 rating system, you can quickly identify the most serious
problems. This can cost anything between £400-£500.

ome
RICS H eport?
tion R
Condi
New-Build
Snagging Su
rvey?

?

RICS Homebuyer’s
Report?

Building
Survey?

Although priced at around £600, you could argue that it is worth
every penny; it provides detailed advice on repairs and the surveyor’s
opinion on the potential hidden defects in the area. However, it does
not offer a valuation.
The surveyors provide information about repair options, but you
should shop around first. You could save money on repairs by
comparing it with the lender’s valuation.

4. New-Build Snagging Surveys
With new-builds constantly cropping up around the UK at the
moment, this is a good one to bear in mind. This is an independent
inspection looking specifically for faults in new properties. The cost of
this may vary from £300 onwards, depending on the size of the
property. It will pick up on problems such as plumbing or poorly
completed paintwork. It is the developer’s responsibility to resolve
any issues that may arise within the new build before you move in.
There is a helpful summary of each type of Survey provided by the
RICS which you can view here: RICS Home Survey Information
Sheet: At-a-glance Survey Comparisons.
If you are buying a property in our area, we would be happy to advise
you on which Surveyor to use and likely costs.
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First Up: Property Websites You Simply
Must Visit Before You Buy Your Home

Chapter 5
10 Property Websites You Simply
Must Visit Before You Buy
Did you know that Estate Agents used to be open all hours? 8’til 8
was common and all weekend: the Internet has changed all that now.
Estate Agents are open far more civilised hours.

No surprise here: It’s the Estate Agency portals. The daddy of all the
so-called property portals is Rightmove. It’s the one portal that most
Estate Agents feel they need to be on.
Rightmove has been joined by Zoopla, as the top two portals
although their ranks have been joined this year by OnTheMarket, a
new portal set up by some of the largest Estate Agents. And, as we
are constantly told the future is mobile, you can download Apps from
Rightmove and Zoopla as well.

The good news for you when looking to buy a house or flat is that the
internet has enabled Estate Agents to get a life outside of selling
properties. And, for you, the Internet has taken out some of that
tedious, old-fashioned detective legwork that you needed to do as
well.
So guess what? We’ve compiled especially for you a list of 10 Property
Websites You Simply Must Visit Before You Buy. We’ve even updated
this post that first appeared in 2011 to include the latest of those
little App thingies which everyone seems to be looking at when
walking down the street.

ESTATE
AGENTS

Hello!

Next Up: Websites You Simply
Must Visit Before You Buy
Naturally, Estate Agents want to achieve the best possible price for
their clients’ properties.
So if you feel an asking price may be a bit rich (or Toppy in Estate
Agent jargon) then reach for the Land Registry website. All properties
sold in the UK must be registered at the Land Registry, so you’ll find
up to date statistics on what properties are sold for.
And if you need an App to provide this information you’ll be pleased
to learn that the Land Registry has an App called Sold House Prices
Land Registry UK. You can find some of this information on the
Property Portals as well.
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There’s More: Websites You Simply
Must Visit Before You Buy

The Hometrack website is an excellent resource for general market
conditions; price moves up or down, the number of mortgage
approvals, the average time it takes to sell a property, etc.
At the end of last year, for example, houses were on the market for
6.3 weeks before a sale subject to contract and Sellers were achieving
on average a fraction under 96% of the asking price.
You can view Hometracks latest Housing Market Analysis here. There
is also an App called AroundMe which will give you more general
information about local amenities.

Mortgages: Websites You Simply
Must Visit Before You Buy

And then: Websites You Simply
Must Visit Before You Buy
How about here, it’s us! There is simply no other law firm website
with so much educational and interesting content on Conveyancing
and buying and selling your house or flat. We’re multi-award winning
in fact.
We’ve written over 1000 articles about Conveyancing and the
House Buying process.
Here is a flavour of our content: an easy-to-digest visual aid about all
the Conveyancing jargon you will experience in your house buying
journey. It’s called: What’s the Name of That Legal Thingy? – And don’t
keep it to yourself –pass it on.

The majority of buyers will need mortgage finance to help with their
purchase of a property. Mortgage finance is still tight for most people
without a huge deposit to put down.
I would favour a Mortgage Broker and one of the best is John Charcol.
I always listen to what Roy Boulger has to say about the current state
of the mortgage market when he is interviewed on TV and Radio.
You could try your Bank as well, but the days of a Bank Manger using
his business acumen to decide whether you are worthy of a mortgage
or not have long gone #ComputerSaysYesNoMaybe.
You can, of course, get an idea of the type of mortgage products
available at various comparison websites such as Money
Supermarket or Compare the Market but be careful as not all
Mortgage providers are listed - just enough though to enable those
irritating adverts with which we are constantly plagued.

We love laughter here at Clutton Cox Towers. Finding the right
property and the anxiety you feel until contracts are exchanged can
be tough. So why not find the time to relax and amuse yourself.
Step forward Tracy Kellett a buying agent with bdihomefinders.co.uk.
You should read her hilarious blog on the most exotic side of buying
a property. Try this for size.

Happy Surfing
and ‘Appy Days
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By the power of the Internet, this eBook is available
for sharing. We would love it if you shared this with
your family, friends, and colleagues.

They’ll be deligh
ted
with your gener
osity!

Clutton Cox is based in Chipping Sodbury,
Bristol but we really do cover all of England
and Wales. Get in touch!
info@cluttoncox.co.uk | 01454312125

